
 

Read in PRIVATE EQUITY WIRE

KKR To Acquire Majority Stake In APRIL In €2.3bn Deal  
KKR Group is to become the majority shareholder in
the APRIL group, one of Europe's leading insurance
brokerages which was previously backed by CVC
Capital Partners., in a deal reportedly valued at €2.3
billion. After refocusing its activities around insurance
distribution and carrying out an in-depth
transformation of its business model since its
acquisition bry CVC in 2019, the APRIL Group has now
signed a long-term strategic partnership with KKR. 
 By teaming up with KKR, the firm will look to
accelerate its development and digitalisation in the
health and personal protection, niche property and
casualty, international health insurance and wealth
management markets in France and internationally.

As ever, do please let us know your
feedback. With best wishes for a
happy Christmas.

James McGrigor
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The 3rd annual Pacific Prime global employee
benefits report always makes for good reading,
highlighting new 'inclusion' and 'green' trends.
 
Meanwhile, Allianz seems to be progressing well
with its preferred partnership agreement with
Aetna (ex US). And, post Anthony Cabrelli's return
to Bupa Global, we see some restructuring and
new names. AP Companies' US acquisition is a
notable move. 

In the wider health world, predominantly in the
US, the primary care provider area continues to be
disrupted by the pharmacy and tech giants.

The huge size of the health services market is
illustrated by Optum's massive military contract
extension. Investment here has returned to pre-
pandemic levels, albeit in a more targeted way
around 'efficiency'. 
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Of course the story that dominates is the KKR acquisition of April, although it
doesn’t actually change much, as the current growth initiative will simply
continue, for example the entry to Germany.

Greater sophistication and new angles seem to be
coming into holistic wellness with a focus on long
covid (Legal & General), female issues (Maven) and
teaming software (MixR). 

Finally, the facts on US travel insurance
penetration - still low - surprised us given the
massive upswing in covers in 2022, offering further
growth to come. 
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Read on INSURANCE BUSINESS

April International has opened its first base in Germany
as part of accelerating international expansion and
hinted that entry into more locations would be coming.
The international private medical insurance (IPMI)
provider has chosen Cologne for its office to set up April
International GmbH.  It said the new entity would help
the insurer provide closer support to its expatriate
German policyholders and the insurance brokers that
advise them. The provider said Germany was a high-
potential market for international healthcare with 3.6
million expatriates from its population of 83 million and
3.8 million companies with international business
activities.Read in HEALTHCARE & PROTECTION

Read in ITIJ

Read in HEALTHCARE & PROTECTION

Read in ITIJ

Among many views, Francois says: “Technology is now available to digitise
part (if not all) of the claims that life cycle payers need, and to limit siloed
functions and duplicative infrastructure.”  He lists his top 5 countries in
terms of best healthcare systems. On the future of IPMI market he says:
“Global demand for health insurance is rising, with ever-increasing numbers
of expats including students, digital nomads and NGO workers – who all
need cover. IPMI and PMI are no longer separate…. we are seeing a massive
rise in IPMI and PMI offerings; and there are three big partnership deals that
are changing the face of IPMI (Aetna/Allianz, Allianz/Sanlam and
Bupa/Generali).”  And says, “access to private healthcare may become so
strained that hospitals may have to prioritise long-term partners such as
insurance companies over one-time private patients.”

IPMI
NEWS 

April International
Launches In Germany 
To Start Expansion Push
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Interview François Jacquemin, MD of Foyer Global Health

Allianz Partners Unveils
Health Insurance
Enhancements
Allianz Partners announced the launch of Allianz

Summit, which is a comprehensive international health

plan for small- and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs).

“This product was developed following the preferred

partnership agreement with Aetna International earlier

this year and is modelled on Aetna’s popular Summit

product, with a number of enhancements.” Distributed

through the Allianz Care brand, it is available to SMEs in

Europe, Asia, and the Middle East.

Patrick Watt
Leaves Bupa
Global

Bupa Global has restructured its senior management

with commercial director Patrick Watt leaving the

international private medical insurance (IPMI) provider.

The insurer has created three regional business units –

UK and Africa, Middle East and Asia Pacific, and Europe

– led by general managers who will have full

accountability for performance, sales and distribution

for each region.  Nichola Thomson will become its new

General Manager for the UK and Africa leading strategy

delivery in the UK, Africa and Bupa Egypt businesses.

After Restructure Focusing On
Regional GMs and a new GM
appointed
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Read in REUTERS

Read in COVER MAGAZINE
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Read in FIERCE HEALTH
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Read in REUTERS

Legal & General Group Protection has announced it has formed a wellbeing advisory board
consisting of experts from across clinical, occupational, vocational rehabilitation and
business consulting fields. The board will aim to help companies better understand the
mental, physical, social and financial aspects of health and wellbeing issues which may
affect employees. The provider explained that the board will begin to target employee care
for post-Covid-19 syndrome, which consists of long-Covid symptoms that extend beyond 12
weeks. Other board members include, Louise Aston, wellbeing campaign director at
business in the Community (BITC), Debra Clark, head of specialist consulting at Towergate
Health & Protection, Laura Matthews, senior wellbeing consultant at Barnett Waddingham
and Antony Brown, president at Onebright.

Read in COVER MAGAZINE

Read in ITIJ

Aviva has announced a new set of healthcare benefits

for its group private medical insurance customers

designed to offer a more inclusive and diverse health

service for employees. The four main benefit options

include an improved gender identity benefit, family

planning and fertility cover as well as a new menopause

service and neurodevelopmental pathway. The updated

services will be available for employers with Aviva's

Optimum or Optimum Referral healthcare schemes. 

 Gender identity support will be available to large

corporate clients starting 1 January 2023. It provides

quicker access to gender specialists, hormone initiation

and onward referral for surgical and non-surgical

interventions that support gender transition.

nitedHealth Group forecast full-year 2023 profit below

Wall Street estimates, sending shares down about 1% in

extended trading. COVID-19 led fluctuations in health

insurers' medical costs is expected to ease next year,

while recovery in non-urgent procedures could slow due

to inflation and labor shortages.

INTERNATIONAL
HEALTH
INSURERS

Aviva To Roll Out D&I-
Focused Healthcare Benefits

The company, which has been a Zurich subsidiary since

2017, stated that the expansion will ‘bring opportunities

for long-time partners, new partnerships and

consumers’.  The expansion will see the opening of an

office in Toronto, charged with managing full operations

in the country, including claims administration and

travel assistance.

Unitedhealth, An Industry
Bellwether, Expects 2023
Profit To Be Below Estimates
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US-Based Travel Insurance
Provider Travelex Insurance
Services Announces
Expansion Into Canada 
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AP Companies Group has announced that it has
concluded negotiations with Continental Health
Management USA to acquire Continental Health
Management LLC – experienced and successful health
assistance and cost containment company in the United
States. This acquisition is a clear accelerator for our
ongoing development and presence in the US market,
for US client portfolio transformation and is in line with
AP’s global development strategy. It also enables us to
rapidly develop our footprint locally in the US " said
Natalya Butakova, CEO of AP Companies Global
Solutions.

On the heels of several high-profile acquisitions,
Walgreens aims to be a point of entry for consumers for
healthcare services ranging from urgent care to specialty
care and even in-home health. Walgreen's VillageMD unit
recently announced it was buying another urgent and
primary care chain, Summit Health-CityMD, in a deal
worth close to $9 billion. The VillageMD-Summit Health
deal will expand Walgreen's reach into primary, specialty
and urgent care. Combined, VillageMD and Summit
Health will operate more than 680 provider locations in
26 markets.  Walgreens Boots Alliance and VillageMD
have 52 co-located primary care practice locations
currently open and will have more than 80 open by the
end of this calendar year. Last year, Walgreens invested
$5.2 billion in VillageMD, becoming the majority owner,
and said it planned to open at least 600 Village Medical
at Walgreens primary care practices across the country
by 2025 and 1,000 by 2027.

Read in PITCHBOOK Read in FIERCE HEALTH

Read in IPMI magazine

Amazon launched Amazon clinic, a virtual platform

where users can connect with healthcare providers to

help treat common ailments like allergies and skin

conditions. Amazon has for years sought to expand its

presence in healthcare, where it is a small player. It

bought online pharmacy PillPack in 2018, underpinning

a prescription delivery and price-comparison site it later

launched as Amazon Pharmacy, which lets users buy

prescription drugs.  Amazon said its new service would

operate in 32 states, where customers who seek

treatment, will be connected to healthcare providers.

The service does not include health insurance and

pricing will vary depending on providers, it added.

Read in REUTERS

Walgreens Plots 'Aggressive'
Strategy To Build Out
Healthcare Services, CEO Roz
Brewer Says 

New Q3 Healthcare Services
Report From Pitchbook

HEALTH SERVICE
COMPANIES

AP Companies Expands Its
Presence In USA 
With Continental Health
Management LLC Acquisition
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Amazon Announces New Virtual
Healthcare Service To Help With
Allergies, Acne And Hair Loss

Healthcare services is a major investment area for private

equity firms, accounting for roughly 10% of PE buyout

and growth deals overall in the US in 2022. The

investment strategies of these firms have implications for

market players and other stakeholders like patients and

regulators.   Sponsored by UnitedHealthcare, our Q3

2022 Healthcare Services Report, the first of our new

Industry Research series, maps out the PE ecosystem,

deal activity and critical regulatory developments.  Key

takeaways:  US PE deal activity in healthcare services

remained resilient so far in 2022. Estimated deal count

through Q3 2022 already exceeds 2020’s full-year figure.

PE strategies are increasingly concentrating on providing

high-quality care in the lowest cost setting, as well as

preventive care to improve outcomes for the sickest

individuals. Headwinds for the healthcare services

industry include endemic staffing shortages and

reimbursement pressures that are hitting providers hard,

especially in skilled care and behavioral health.
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Maven, a startup offering virtual women's and family
health services, has raised a $90 million Series E at a
$1.35 billion valuation. That's a meaningful increase from
the $1 billion valuation the company fetched last
summer, despite an unfavorable funding environment.
While VC interest in women's health has grown over the
last few years, the US Supreme Court's decision to
overturn Roe v. Wade has shone an even brighter
spotlight on the need for technologies that serve the
female population.  "This is the first fundraise where I
haven't felt the need to evangelize the problem we're
solving," said Kate Ryder, Maven's founder and CEO, in a
blog post. The latest round was led by General Catalyst,
with participation from CVS Health Ventures, Berlin-
based La Famiglia and Intermountain Ventures, as well
as returning investors including Sequoia, Oak HC/FT and
Lux Capital. The New York-based company offers services
for fertility, adoption, parenting, pediatrics and
menopause through employers, including Microsoft and
AT&T. Maven has also recently begun serving Medicaid
patients.

Read in LINKEDIN

Read in BUSINESS MIRROR

Read in PITCHBOOK

Read in GOV CON WIRE

MixR a US/European start-up has recently unveiled its
new culture-through-community software where
employees are empowered to build interest groups in
collaboration with their peers, to enhance their sense of
inclusion, engagement, and social connectivity. In that
vein, the platform enables the creation of peer-to-peer
support networks that are more effective and scalable
than most traditional EAPs. MixR is a new and powerful
solution for tackling the high turnover rates and
employee mental health issues being experienced by
many large companies post-Covid. They are already in
advanced talks with several European corporations and
a leading global health insurer. Furthermore, Cigna
Corp’s US ‘fund for Wellbeing solutions for health
improvement’ has offered sponsorship to a large MNC’s
pilot. 

The Board of Investments (BOI) has approved the
P143.4-million contact center project of Optum Global
Solutions (Philippines) Inc., which is focused on
Healthcare Information Management Services (HIMS).
The country is targeting to become Asia’s hub for
Information Technology and Business Process
Management (IT-BPM) services.

Latest release of new MixR
community building software,
is gaining traction with health
insurers and corporates

OptumServe Extends Military Health Services Under $93M DHA Award

HEALTH SERVICE
COMPANIES

Unicorn Maven Raises $90M
As Focus On Women's
Healthcare Sharpens
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Optum Gets Nod For Contact
Center Project In Cebu City

Optum’s federal health care-focused business has
received a $93.2 million bridge contract modification
from the Defense Health Agency to continue delivering
medical readiness support services to military
branches. OptumServe Health Services will assist in
physical and mental health tests, dental examinations,
immunizations, laboratory services and other efforts

to ensure medical standards are met to maintain
warfighter readiness. OptumServe will provide
assistance during group activities, via a contact center
and over an integrated network as part of DOD’s Reserve
Health Readiness Program.
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Read in BUSINESS WIRE

The fishing continues for the personal insurance brokerage

specialist. Kereis (formerly CEP group) signs its fifth

acquisition of the year by acquiring Cegema, the insurance

broker, owned by Agami, itself a subsidiary of Swiss Life. This

acquisition - the amount of which has not been disclosed -

follows those of DamePrévoyance, Ça Assure, Entalia and

Valorielles, made earlier in the year.

Read in Argus De l'Assurance

Global health insurance brokerage and employee benefits

specialist Pacific Prime has released their Global Employee

Benefits Trends Report 2022. Back for its third edition, the

Global Employee Benefits Trends Report 2022 is filled with

comprehensive analysis from Pacific Prime’s in-house

employee benefits specialists. Comments and insight from

major industry leaders in the international private medical

insurance (IPMI) sector are also featured.

The five main employee benefits trends identified by the

report include: a marked rise in office-based perks as the

pandemic subsides; HR technology and tools are getting

increasingly sophisticated; companies are rethinking their

approach to holistic wellness; Employee benefits ‘go green’

as Gen Z transforms the workplace; and fairness and

equality is evolving in the era of remote work

Pacific Prime Releases Its Global Employee Benefits Trends Report 2022 

EMPLOYEE BENEFIT
INTERMEDIARIES
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Brokerage: Kereis Acquires Cegema
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Read in COVER MAGAZINE

Walgreens' recent moves to

scoop up Summit Health-CityMD

and CareCentrix come amid a

frenzy of M&A activity in the past

two years. Major retailers are

extending their reach deeper

into the care continuum, and it

has major implications for how

and where care is delivered and

paid for as well as by whom. CVS,

Walgreens, Walmart and tech

giant Amazon are ramping up

their focus on providing medical

services to gain bigger footholds

in the healthcare market. CVS

Health won the bidding war for

home health and technology

services company Signify Health

and plans to shell out $8 billion

to acquire the company. Amazon

also plans to buy primary care

provider One Medical for $3.9

billion.

Read in FIERCE HEALTHCARE

Read in ROCK HEALTH

Digital health is “everything, more and beyond” and a

sector that is “here to stay”, says Dr Anushka Patchava,

deputy chief medical officer at Vitality. Speaking at The

Association of Medical Insurers and Intermediaries (AMII)

Health and Wellbeing Summit 2022, Patchava said that

digitalisation of healthcare and its accessibility for

consumers is a growing space and one of the "trends of the

future." Patchava explained that through technology

patients can now receive healthcare at home through

mobile apps and digital therapeutics, which help

consumers control conditions and that through these

various mediums, healthcare can evolve its offering.

Virtual behavioral and mental health provider Valera
Health secures $44.5M 
Neurotrack locks in $10M for its digital cognitive

health assessment and monitoring tools 

Virtual-first audiology and hearing care provider Yes
Hearing clinches $10M 

Tiny Health finds $4.5M to expand its gut

microbiome testing service for parents and infants  

Precision virtual care provider for treatment-resistant

depression Options MD lands $2.4M
Maven Clinic, a virtual care provider for women and

families, reels in $90M 

At-home sleep lab and virtual sleep disorder

treatment program Wesper finds $7.5M 

Rock Health port co WellTheory lands $7.2M to

holistically treat autoimmune diseases 

Genetic sequencing and analytics firm Sequencing
brings in $5M
Digital at-home fall prevention program Nymbl
Science lands $12M 
Validic secures $12M for its remote patient monitoring

and healthcare data connectivity solution 

Wearable-based at-home sleep lab Wesper reels in

$9.6M 

ROCKHEALTH RECENT FUNDINGS

AMII Summit 2022: Digital
Healthcare Is Here To Stay

It Takes Two: Exploring 2022
Digital Health M&A Trends

HEALTH TECH 

There's An 'Arms Race' In
Health Tech. Who Could Be
The Next M&A Target?

RockHealth explores the sell-side and buy-side

dynamics that are making conditions ripe for M&A

activity and dig into four M&A approaches being

pursued by acquirers in this market moment
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"Covid-19 was a catalyst for digital health" 
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Over three quarters (79 per cent) of American travellers

did not buy insurance this year, according to a survey

from US price comparison site Insuranks. The survey,

conducted on behalf of Insuranks by search marketing

specialists Digital Third Coast, surveyed 1,007 Americans

about their travel plans in August 2022. Respondents

were aged between 18 and 84, with an average age of 37.

They were an even mixture of 49 per cent men, 48 per

cent women, and three-per-cent transgender or non-

binary. Read in ITIJ

Read in HEALTH & PROTECTION

8

Read in COVER MAGAZINE

Most American Travellers Are
Uninsured

Global regulations in international health insurance
are constantly evolving. Recently, GDPR (General
Data Protection Regulation), Covid-19 and
telemedicine have posed a variety of challenges to
insurers navigating the global regulation landscape. 

Data Privacy, Visas And
Telemedicine Pose Challenges
To Global Insurers 

GENERAL
ARTICLES

Ron Wheatcroft: What we can
learn from the last 25 years
"We have seen a period of massive consolidation and most companies
choosing to close their direct sales models"

As part of COVER’s 25th anniversary coverage, Swiss Re

technical manager, Ron Wheatcroft, reviews how various

protection policies have fluctuated over the past 25

years and what we can learn from these historic trends.
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Aine McCarthy, 
head of legal at 
Allianz Partners,
Health explains
challenges
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